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About This Content

Valhalla Hills – Sands of the Damned!

In the first DLC of the Viking adventure Valhalla Hills, our valiant heroes brave the harshness of desert survival. Scorpions and
mummies are not the only challanges on the road to Valhalla, though. The earth itself will make life difficult, as it lies barren

and dry without irrigation.

Face the challenge, leave no oasis unexplored and fight for your place in Valhalla.
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Title: Valhalla Hills: Sand of the Damned DLC
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Funatics Software
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8 32-bit

Processor: Dual-core Intel or AMD, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT or Radeon HD2900 series card or better (DirectX10 card or better)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Onboard

English,German,Russian,French,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Super fun, i reccomend going for beast taming quick, as thats a fun part

theres nothing quite like being hunted by 2 giant sabretooth cats. This game is short but fun to play. The atmosphere is good.
The puzzle is great.. very good, fun with friends, very early access. I liked this game it worked well good graphics.... until vr
mode was disabled...I will purchase this game again if the vr mode is returned because I think it has a lot of potential... What
should i say about Insane 2 ?
Hm... not really good not really bad, i mean i'm not satified playing this game.

- Can't use my controller (But ok since many other racing games out there can't use controller anyway ==\)
- Racing car model not so interesting (can't ya make a beautiful design for the cars ?)
- Only a few participant in he race :| hm.... not so challenging anyway
- Checkpoint System. This one is really annoying, if u miss to register your car at any checkpoint in the race, then u will be
counted as the last posisition racer, eventhough u're in the first line. So the things u have to do is.... either :
1. u turn around ur car through a hard corner sircuit or
2. Restart the race from the first (Cause sometimes u are about to hit the last checkpoint, but cause of some mistake u miss to
register so need to turn around, and by the time ya comeback in the right track, u already left behind so far :DDD )

+ Good graphic
+ Beautiful panorama design
+ Challanging Tracks. It's pretty difficult terrains

Overall... 65 / 100 = Not really good & not really bad also. I've been waiting for this game for a very long time. The longer you
wait, the higher your expectations are. So now it's time to declare, that I'm not a bit disappointed. The game is just brilliant!
The art is a pure eye candy and the gameplay is addicting as hell!
The controls are pretty unusual, (in a few words, you split and gather your running tribe with a mouse to grab stuff or to avoid
traps), but it takes less than a minute to catch the trick.
The game is full of funny details and challenging mechanics, which it won't spoonfeed to you in order not to spoil your pleasure
of figuring out yourself how to eat, hunt, fight, avoid traps etc.
Early access makes me hope, that the game will be even better. But even now it's definitely worth it's cost already!
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don't have a credit card to buy games. ). A really amateur barebones sidescrolling shooter that you would expect to find on a
2006 flash game site for free.

You move left over a panoramic image while occasionally shooting at some creatures. You do this until you inevitably get
chomped in half by a creature that will spawn under you before you have enough time to kill it.

There are no other movement options besides walking left or right, creating a very uninteresting playing field. Enemies spawn
on both sides of you, eventually forcing you into an inescapable sandwich that will kill you in a matter of seconds. Of course,
that's assuming you make it past the first minute without getting one-shotted by the lanky monochrome zombies.

There's a "challenge mode" as well where you pick from 5 different challenges that start you with weapon\/equipment presets,
but nothing changes. You still shoot at some plain creatures with a plain background with plain weaponry.

Some of the weapon and character sprites are done decently for being created in what looks like MS Paint, but other than that,
there is not much to look at.

As for the soundtrack, you have a lyrical rock track or an instrumental industrial track. Both of them achieve the "2006 flash
game" theme very well.

Unless you want to spend money on something you'll regret sooner or later, there is no reason to buy this.. It's great to fire up
this game again! Do youself a huge favor by heading over to XWA Upgrade, which is compatible with the Steam version.
Running Win10 just fine on this. It's criminal that there hasn't been a new version of this game, with the same mechanics and
energy management.
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pros:
-Pure content... If you need a game that will make you feel good and smile on a rainy day, this game is great. The story is simple
and cute and it only takes a few hours to play through it.
-Visually pleasing
-Easy to understand objective as they are pretty clearly laid out.
-Allows you to walk faster... yes, this is THAT imporant. Nothing annoys me more thn a game that forces me to move slowly.
-I enjoyed that they threw in "amount of energy" and money management, it makes you think more carefully about what you do.
-For the price it's totally worth it...

cons:
-Glitchy ♥♥♥♥ing achievments... I beat this entire game with nothing to show for it even though I should have gotten close to
all of them except the  "10 flower pot" achievment. This, was very upsetting for me as someone who enjoys unlocking
achiemvents to show for their hard work... Achivmenets validate all the time I waste gaming lol. This was upsetting enough to
where I probably wont do the harder mode play through.
-The controls kinda suck and you cannot change them around to fit what works for you. I have a gaming laptop and was
physically uncomfortable for a lot of it. BUT, after a while i did adjust/just got used to it.
-If you press f12 the FREAKING STEAM SCREENSHOT BUTTON FOR ALL GAMES, it exits the game without asking first
and without saving. This, was, infurriating... As I am also someone who likes to remember games by taking screenshots of the
most memorable moments.. no swimsuit for nepgear 5\/10. The physics need to be reviewed. Good game cause it's free.. 1 out
of all the games is bad IMO. 2 are great party fun for quicke laughs and 2 are games that aren't really straight forward. One will
keep you on your toes and will make you die a lot, and I mean a lot. and the other is a kick back and relax bidding game that
takes maybe half an hour a game. you might jiggle every now and then but not really something that will make you want to
come back. So overall these two games don't really work in a party format.

6\/10. My biggest complaint is that the hit boxes are too big, leading to me going to screens I wasn't aiming for, and accidentally
triggering things I hadn't even intended. I guess that's why it's only a few dollars.. Great, fun game. Nice puzzle, gotta have a
brain to play though. Not worth the full price in my opinion, but it is on sale for a coupla quid then definately get it. The art
style is great. Gameplay is simple and the puzzles are engaging. The difficulty increases and there is loads of different things
that are added as you go along. Well thought out puzzles. The only disadvantage would be e fact that when progressing through
levels a message is displayed every time, which is like the storyline, I guess, but when you wanna do levels fast it slows the
progression from one level to another down. If the levels would automatically play, that would be amazing.

I rate 8\/10. A brilliant game about the crusades. Be a Crusader or a Saracen this game is a really well crafted wargame with
very good graphics and a great soundtrack,.

Do yourself a favour and get this now !. I'M NOT ABLE TO PLAY THE DARN GAME!!!!!

It crashes everytime I play and the game wont let me check why!!!
How does anyone play this without it crashing everytime you load up a new game???
I want a full refund or you tell me how to fix it.
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